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Abstract

Generative Models of Images and Neural Networks

by

William Smith Peebles

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Alexei A. Efros, Chair

Large-scale generative models have fueled recent progress in artificial intelligence.
Armed with scaling laws that accurately predict model performance as invested
compute increases, NLP has become the gold standard for all disciplines of AI.
Given a new task, pre-trained generative models can either solve it zero-shot or be
efficiently fine-tuned on a small amount of task-specific training examples. However,
the widespread adoption of generative models has lagged in other domains—such as
vision and meta-learning. In this thesis, we study ways to train improved, scalable
generative models of two modalities—images and neural network parameters. We
also examine how pre-trained generative models can be leveraged to tackle additional
downstream tasks.

We begin by introducing a new, powerful class of generative models—Diffusion
Transformers (DiTs). We show that transformers—with one small yet critically-
important modification—retain their excellent scaling properties for diffusion-based
image generation and outperform convolutional neural networks that have previously
dominated the area. DiT outperforms all prior generative models on the class-
conditional ImageNet generation benchmark.

Next, we introduce a novel framework for learning to learn based on building
generative models of a new data source—neural network checkpoints. We create
datasets containing hundreds of thousands of deep learning training runs and use it
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to train generative models of neural network checkpoints. Given a starting parameter
vector and a target loss, error or reward, loss-conditional diffusion models trained on
this data can sample parameter updates that achieve a desired metric. We apply
our framework to problems in vision and reinforcement learning.

Finally, we explore how pre-trained image-level generative models can be used
to tackle downstream tasks in vision without requiring task-specific training data.
We show that pre-trained GAN generators can be used to create an infinite data
stream to train networks for the dense visual correspondence problem—without
requiring any human-annotated supervision like keypoints. Networks trained on
this completely GAN-generated data generalize zero-shot to real images, and they
outperform previous self-supervised and keypoint-supervised approaches that train
on real data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deep generative models—trained on massive datasets with huge compute invest-
ments—have ushered in the era of scaling within artificial intelligence. This paradigm
has led to considerable progress on many problems in AI, with the field of natural
language processing (NLP) being the largest beneficiary. Generative models of natural
language have demonstrated a number of appealing properties. They can be trained
on any source of text data with or without additional human-level supervision. They
can often solve new tasks zero-shot, without requiring additional task-specific training
or fine-tuning [6]. Most importantly, they scale remarkably well with increasing
training compute and data [6, 7]. Armed with these properties, deep generative
models have fueled the recent meteoric progress in NLP.

Other domains, like vision, have benefited from generative models as well, but not
nearly to the same extent as NLP. For example, image-level generative models are
usually only used for graphics tasks; approaches to perception remain dominated by
task-specific discriminative models supervised with human labels [8, 9]. Additionally,
many classes of image-level generative models are not known to scale as effectively
as language models [10], and they commonly rely on older, convolution-based archi-
tectures instead of modern backbones like transformers [11] which lie at the core
of NLP’s successes. Resolving these discrepancies is of great interest to the field of
computer vision and all other disciplines of AI. In this thesis, we study these issues
in the context of vision as well as meta-learning.

In Chapter 2, we introduce a new class of generative models for general continuous
data. We study diffusion models [12,13]—which have previously been shown to be
highly effective generative models of images [14]—and modernize them by replacing
their convolutional backbones with transformers. Done naively, vanilla transformers
yield suboptimal performance as backbones of diffusion models. We introduce one
small—yet critically-important—tweak to the standard transformer design that
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enables Diffusion Transformers (DiTs) to become an extremely powerful and scalable
class of generative models. We analyze DiT as an image-level generative model and
show that it scales effectively over a large range of model sizes and token counts. DiT
outperforms all prior generative models on the class-conditional ImageNet generation
benchmark across several metrics.

In Chapter 3, we explore generative models as a novel framework for learning to
learn. We collect a dataset of deep learning training runs and train generative models
of neural network parameters. We demonstrate that generative models can act as
learned optimizers by simply training loss-conditional diffusion models of neural
network checkpoints. By querying for a small loss, our generative models can generate
parameter updates that achieve the desired metric. Our approach overcomes many
of the difficulties of previous meta-learning algorithms [15,16]—it can optimize non-
differentiable objectives and dispenses with unstable unrolled optimization techniques.
Unlike iterative, gradient-based optimizers like SGD and Adam which cannot learn
from their previous optimization histories, our generative models can optimize neural
networks from random initialization with just one generated parameter update. We
show that DiTs again scale effectively in both model size and data size in this new
regime.

Finally, in Chapter 4 we discuss how image-level generative models can be
used to solve a task in vision—dense visual correspondence—without requiring any
task-specific training data or supervision. We show that pre-trained generative
models already know how to perform certain tasks on generated images—like visual
alignment—and that this knowledge can be distilled into a discriminative model to
directly align real images. To this end, we use a pre-trained generative adversarial
network (GAN) [17] to generate an infinite stream of paired (x, y) training data:
(unaligned image, aligned image). We train a task-specific neural network on this
paired data, simultaneously optimizing its parameters with the latent codes that
control the alignment of the generated training data. At test time, our GAN-
Supervised model automatically generalizes to align real images zero-shot. We show
that our approach outperforms prior self-supervised and fully-supervised approaches
alike which train models using real images and human-labeled annotations.
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Chapter 2

Scalable Diffusion Models with
Transformers

2.1 Introduction
Machine learning is experiencing a renaissance powered by transformers. Over the

past five years, neural architectures for natural language processing [19,20], vision [3]
and several other domains have largely been subsumed by transformers [11]. Many
classes of image-level generative models remain holdouts to the trend, though—while
transformers see widespread use in autoregressive models [6, 21–23], they have seen
less adoption in other generative modeling frameworks. For example, diffusion models
have been at the forefront of recent advances in image-level generative models [4,14];
yet, they all adopt a convolutional U-Net architecture as the de-facto choice of
backbone.

The seminal work of Ho et al. [13] first introduced the U-Net backbone for diffusion
models. Having initially seen success within pixel-level autoregressive models and
conditional GANs [24], the U-Net was inherited from PixelCNN++ [25,26] with a few
changes. The model is convolutional, comprised primarily of ResNet [27] blocks. In
contrast to the standard U-Net [28], additional spatial self-attention blocks, which are
essential components in transformers, are interspersed at lower resolutions. Dhariwal
and Nichol [4] ablated several architecture choices for the U-Net, such as the use
of adaptive normalization layers [29] to inject conditional information and channel
counts for convolutional layers. However, the high-level design of the U-Net from Ho
et al. has largely remained intact.

This work originally appeared on arXiv [18].
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Figure 2.1: Diffusion models with transformer backbones achieve state-of-
the-art image quality. We show selected samples from two of our class-conditional
DiT-XL/2 models trained on ImageNet at 512×512 and 256×256 resolution, respec-
tively.

In this section, we aim to demystify the significance of architectural choices in
diffusion models and offer empirical baselines for future generative modeling research.
We show that the U-Net inductive bias is not crucial to the performance of diffusion
models, and they can be readily replaced with standard designs such as transformers.
As a result, diffusion models are well-poised to benefit from the recent trend of
architecture unification—e.g., by inheriting best practices and training recipes from
other domains, as well as retaining favorable properties like scalability, robustness
and efficiency. A standardized architecture would also open up new possibilities for
cross-domain research.

We focus on a new class of diffusion models based on transformers. We call
them Diffusion Transformers, or DiTs for short. DiTs adhere to the best practices of
Vision Transformers (ViTs) [3], which have been shown to scale more effectively for
visual recognition than traditional convolutional networks (e.g., ResNet [27]).

More specifically, we study the scaling behavior of transformers with respect to
network complexity vs. sample quality. We show that by constructing and benchmark-
ing the DiT design space under the Latent Diffusion Models (LDMs) [30] framework,
where diffusion models are trained within a VAE’s latent space, we can successfully
replace the U-Net backbone with a transformer. We further show that DiTs are
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Figure 2.2: ImageNet generation with Diffusion Transformers (DiTs). Bubble
area indicates the flops of the diffusion model. Left: FID-50K (lower is better) of
our DiT models at 400K training iterations. Performance steadily improves in FID
as model flops increase. Right: Our best model, DiT-XL/2, is compute-efficient and
outperforms all prior U-Net-based diffusion models, like ADM and LDM.

scalable architectures for diffusion models: there is a strong correlation between the
network complexity (measured by Gflops) vs. sample quality (measured by FID).
By simply scaling-up DiT and training an LDM with a high-capacity backbone
(118.6 Gflops), we are able to achieve a state-of-the-art result of 2.27 FID on the
class-conditional 256× 256 ImageNet generation benchmark.

2.2 Related Work
Transformers. Transformers [11] have replaced domain-specific architectures
across language, vision [3], reinforcement learning [31, 32] and meta-learning [33].
They have shown remarkable scaling properties under increasing model size, training
compute and data in the language domain [7], as generic autoregressive models [34]
and as ViTs [35]. Beyond language, transformers have been trained to autoregressively
predict pixels [22, 36, 37]. They have also been trained on discrete codebooks [38]
as both autoregressive models [23, 39] and masked generative models [40, 41]; the
former has shown excellent scaling behavior up to 20B parameters [42]. Finally,
transformers have been explored in DDPMs to synthesize non-spatial data; e.g.,
to generate CLIP image embeddings in DALL·E 2 [14, 43]. We study the scaling
properties of transformers when used as the backbone of diffusion models of images.
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Figure 2.3: The Diffusion Transformer (DiT) architecture. Left: We train
conditional latent DiT models. The input latent is decomposed into patches and
processed by several DiT blocks. Right: Details of our DiT blocks. We experiment
with variants of standard transformer blocks that incorporate conditioning via
adaptive layer norm, cross-attention and extra input tokens. Adaptive layer norm
works best.

Denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPMs). Diffusion [12,13] and
score-based generative models [44,45] have been particularly successful as generative
models of images [10, 14,30,46], in many cases outperforming generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [17] which had previously been state-of-the-art. Improvements
in DDPMs over the past two years have largely been driven by improved sampling
techniques [13,47,48], most notably classifier-free guidance [49], reformulating dif-
fusion models to predict noise instead of pixels [13] and using cascaded DDPM
pipelines where low-resolution base diffusion models are trained in parallel with
upsamplers [4,50]. For all the diffusion models listed above, convolutional U-Nets [28]
are the de-facto choice of backbone architecture. Concurrent work [51] introduced
a novel, efficient architecture based on attention for DDPMs; we explore pure
transformers.

Architecture complexity. When evaluating architecture complexity in the image
generation literature, it is fairly common practice to use parameter counts. In
general, parameter counts can be poor proxies for the complexity of image models
since they do not account for, e.g., image resolution which significantly impacts
performance [52, 53]. Instead, much of the model complexity analysis in this section
is through the lens of theoretical Gflops. This brings us in-line with the architecture
design literature where Gflops are widely-used to gauge complexity. In practice,
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the golden complexity metric is still up for debate as it frequently depends on
particular application scenarios. Nichol and Dhariwal’s seminal work improving
diffusion models [4,54] is most related to us—there, they analyzed the scalability and
Gflop properties of the U-Net architecture class. Here, we focus on the transformer
class.

2.3 Diffusion Transformers

2.3.1 Preliminaries

Diffusion formulation. Before introducing our architecture, we briefly review
some basic concepts needed to understand diffusion models (DDPMs) [12, 13]. Gaus-
sian diffusion models assume a forward noising process which gradually applies
noise to real data x0: q(xt|x0) = N (xt;

√
ᾱtx0, (1 − ᾱt)I), where constants ᾱt

are hyperparameters. By applying the reparameterization trick, we can sample
xt =

√
ᾱtx0 +

√
1− ᾱtϵt, where ϵt ∼ N (0, I).

Diffusion models are trained to learn the reverse process that inverts forward
process corruptions: pθ(xt−1|xt) = N (µθ(xt),Σθ(xt)), where neural networks are
used to predict the statistics of pθ. The reverse process model is trained with
the variational lower bound [55] of the log-likelihood of x0, which reduces to
L(θ) = −p(x0|x1) +

∑
tDKL(q

∗(xt−1|xt, x0)||pθ(xt−1|xt)), excluding an additional
term irrelevant for training. Since both q∗ and pθ are Gaussian, DKL can be evalu-
ated with the mean and covariance of the two distributions. By reparameterizing µθ

as a noise prediction network ϵθ, the model can be trained using simple mean-squared
error between the predicted noise ϵθ(xt) and the ground truth sampled Gaussian
noise ϵt: Lsimple(θ) = ||ϵθ(xt) − ϵt||22. But, in order to train diffusion models with
a learned reverse process covariance Σθ, the full DKL term needs to be optimized.
We follow Nichol and Dhariwal’s approach [54]: train ϵθ with Lsimple, and train
Σθ with the full L. Once pθ is trained, new images can be sampled by initializing
xtmax ∼ N (0, I) and sampling xt−1 ∼ pθ(xt−1|xt) via the reparameterization trick.

Classifier-free guidance. Conditional diffusion models take extra information as
input, such as a class label c. In this case, the reverse process becomes pθ(xt−1|xt, c),
where ϵθ and Σθ are conditioned on c. In this setting, classifier-free guidance
can be used to encourage the sampling procedure to find x such that log p(c|x) is
high [49]. By Bayes Rule, log p(c|x) ∝ log p(x|c)−log p(x), and hence ∇x log p(c|x) ∝
∇x log p(x|c) − ∇x log p(x). By interpreting the output of diffusion models as the
score function, the DDPM sampling procedure can be guided to sample x with high
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p(x|c) by: ϵ̂θ(xt, c) = ϵθ(xt, ∅) + s · ∇x log p(x|c) ∝ ϵθ(xt, ∅) + s · (ϵθ(xt, c)− ϵθ(xt, ∅)),
where s > 1 indicates the scale of the guidance (note that s = 1 recovers standard
sampling). Evaluating the diffusion model with c = ∅ is done by randomly dropping
out c during training and replacing it with a learned “null" embedding ∅. Classifier-
free guidance is widely-known to yield significantly improved samples over generic
sampling techniques [14,46,49], and the trend holds for our DiT models.

Latent diffusion models. Training diffusion models directly in high-resolution
pixel space can be computationally prohibitive. Latent diffusion models (LDMs) [30]
tackle this issue with a two-stage approach: (1) learn an autoencoder that compresses
images into smaller spatial representations with a learned encoder E; (2) train a
diffusion model of representations z = E(x) instead of a diffusion model of images
x (E is frozen). New images can then be generated by sampling a representation z
from the diffusion model and subsequently decoding it to an image with the learned
decoder x = D(z).

As shown in Figure 2.2, LDMs achieve good performance while using a fraction
of the Gflops of pixel space diffusion models like ADM. Since we are concerned with
compute efficiency, this makes them an appealing starting point for architecture
exploration. In this work, we apply DiTs to latent space, although they could
be applied to pixel space without modification as well. This makes our image
generation pipeline a hybrid-based approach; we use off-the-shelf convolutional VAEs
and transformer-based DDPMs.

2.3.2 Diffusion Transformer Design Space

We introduce Diffusion Transformers (DiTs), a new architecture for diffusion
models. We aim to be as faithful to the standard transformer architecture as
possible to retain its scaling properties. Since our focus is training DDPMs of
images (specifically, spatial representations of images), DiT is based on the Vision
Transformer (ViT) architecture which operates on sequences of patches [3]. DiT
retains many of the best practices of ViTs. Figure 2.3 shows an overview of the
complete DiT architecture. In this section, we describe the forward pass of DiT, as
well as the components of the design space of the DiT class.

Patchify. The input to DiT is a spatial representation z (for 256× 256× 3 images,
z has shape 32 × 32 × 4). The first layer of DiT is “patchify," which converts the
spatial input into a sequence of T tokens, each of dimension d, by linearly embedding
each patch in the input. Following patchify, we apply standard ViT frequency-based
positional embeddings (the sine-cosine version) to all input tokens. The number
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Figure 2.4: Input specifications for DiT. Given patch size p × p, a spatial
representation (the noised latent from the VAE) of shape I × I × C is “patchified"
into a sequence of length T = (I/p)2 with hidden dimension d. A smaller patch size
p results in a longer sequence length and thus more Gflops.
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Figure 2.5: Comparing different conditioning strategies. adaLN-Zero outper-
forms cross-attention and in-context conditioning at all stages of training.

of tokens T created by patchify is determined by the patch size hyperparameter p.
As shown in Figure 2.4, halving p will quadruple T , and thus at least quadruple
total transformer Gflops. Although it has a significant impact on Gflops, note that
changing p has no meaningful impact on downstream parameter counts.

We add p = 2, 4, 8 to the DiT design space.

DiT block design. Following patchify, the input tokens are processed by a
sequence of transformer blocks. In addition to noised image inputs, diffusion models
sometimes process additional conditional information such as noise timesteps t, class
labels c, natural language, etc. We explore four variants of transformer blocks that
process conditional inputs differently. The designs introduce small, but important,
modifications to the standard ViT block design. The designs of all blocks are shown
in Figure 2.3.

– In-context conditioning. We simply append the vector embeddings of t and c
as two additional tokens in the input sequence, treating them no differently
from the image tokens. This is similar to cls tokens in ViTs, and it allows us
to use standard ViT blocks without modification. After the final block, we
remove the conditioning tokens from the sequence. This approach introduces
negligible new Gflops to the model.

– Cross-attention block. We concatenate the embeddings of t and c into a length-
two sequence, separate from the image token sequence. The transformer block
is modified to include an additional multi-head cross-attention layer following
the multi-head self-attention block, similar to the original design from Vaswani
et al. [11], and also similar to the one used by LDM for conditioning on class
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Model Layers N Hidden size d Heads Gflops (I=32, p=4)

DiT-S 12 384 6 1.4
DiT-B 12 768 12 5.6
DiT-L 24 1024 16 19.7
DiT-XL 28 1152 16 29.1

Table 2.1: Details of DiT models. We follow ViT [3] model configurations for
the Small (S), Base (B) and Large (L) variants; we also introduce an XLarge (XL)
config as our largest model.

labels. Cross-attention adds the most Gflops to the model, roughly a 15%
overhead.

– Adaptive layer norm (adaLN) block. Following the widespread usage of adaptive
normalization layers [29] in GANs [56, 57] and diffusion models with U-Net
backbones [4], we explore replacing standard layer norm layers in transformer
blocks with adaptive layer norm (adaLN). Rather than directly learn dimension-
wise scale and shift parameters γ and β, we regress them from the sum of the
embedding vectors of t and c. Of the three block designs we explore, adaLN
adds the least Gflops and is thus the most compute-efficient. It is also the only
conditioning mechanism that is restricted to apply the same function to all
tokens.

– adaLN-Zero block. Prior work on ResNets has found that initializing each
residual block as the identity function is beneficial. For example, Goyal et al.
found that zero-initializing the final batch norm scale factor γ in each block
accelerates large-scale training in the supervised learning setting [58]. Diffusion
U-Net models use a similar initialization strategy, zero-initializing the final
convolutional layer in each block prior to any residual connections. We explore
a modification of the adaLN DiT block which does the same. In addition
to regressing γ and β, we also regress dimension-wise scaling parameters α
that are applied immediately prior to any residual connections within the DiT
block. We initialize the MLP to output the zero-vector for all α; this initializes
the full DiT block as the identity function. As with the vanilla adaLN block,
adaLN-Zero adds negligible Gflops to the model.

We include the in-context, cross-attention, adaptive layer norm and adaLN-Zero
blocks in the DiT design space.
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Figure 2.6: Scaling the DiT model improves FID at all stages of training.
We show FID-50K over training iterations for 12 of our DiT models. Top row: We
compare FID holding patch size constant. Bottom row: We compare FID holding
model size constant. Scaling the transformer backbone yields better generative
models across all model sizes and patch sizes.

Model size. We apply a sequence of N DiT blocks, each operating at the hidden
dimension size d. Following ViT, we use standard transformer configs that jointly
scale N , d and attention heads [3,35]. Specifically, we use four configs: DiT-S, DiT-B,
DiT-L and DiT-XL. They cover a wide range of model sizes and flop allocations,
from 0.3 to 118.6 Gflops, allowing us to gauge scaling performance. Table 2.1 gives
details of the configs.

We add B, S, L and XL configs to the DiT design space.

Transformer decoder. After the final DiT block, we need to decode our sequence
of image tokens into an output noise prediction and an output diagonal covariance
prediction. Both of these outputs have shape equal to the original spatial input. We
use a standard linear decoder to do this; we apply the final layer norm (adaptive if
using adaLN) and linearly decode each token into a p×p×2C tensor, where C is the
number of channels in the spatial input to DiT. Finally, we rearrange the decoded
tokens into their original spatial layout to get the predicted noise and covariance.

The complete DiT design space we explore is patch size, transformer block archi-
tecture and model size.
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2.4 Experimental Setup
We explore the DiT design space and study the scaling properties of our model

class. Our models are named according to their configs and latent patch sizes p; for
example, DiT-XL/2 refers to the XLarge config and p = 2.

Training. We train class-conditional latent DiT models at 256× 256 and 512×
512 image resolution on the ImageNet dataset [8], a highly-competitive generative
modeling benchmark. We initialize the final linear layer with zeros and otherwise
use standard weight initialization techniques from ViT. We train all models with
AdamW [59,60]. We use a constant learning rate of 1× 10−4, no weight decay and a
batch size of 256. The only data augmentation we use is horizontal flips. Unlike much
prior work with ViTs [61,62], we did not find learning rate warmup nor regularization
necessary to train DiTs to high performance. Even without these techniques, training
was highly stable across all model configs and we did not observe any loss spikes
commonly seen when training transformers. Following common practice in the
generative modeling literature, we maintain an exponential moving average (EMA)
of DiT weights over training with a decay of 0.9999. All results reported use the
EMA model. We use identical training hyperparameters across all DiT model sizes
and patch sizes. Our training hyperparameters are almost entirely retained from
ADM. We did not tune learning rates, decay/warm-up schedules, Adam β1/β2 or
weight decays.

Diffusion. We use an off-the-shelf pre-trained variational autoencoder (VAE)
model [55] from Stable Diffusion [30]. The VAE encoder has a downsample factor of
8—given an RGB image x with shape 256× 256× 3, z = E(x) has shape 32× 32× 4.
Across all experiments in this section, our diffusion models operate in this Z-space.
After sampling a new latent from our diffusion model, we decode it to pixels using
the VAE decoder x = D(z). We retain diffusion hyperparameters from ADM [4];
specifically, we use a tmax = 1000 linear variance schedule ranging from 1 × 10−4

to 2 × 10−2, ADM’s parameterization of the covariance Σθ and their method for
embedding input timesteps and labels.
Evaluation metrics. We measure scaling performance with Fréchet Inception
Distance (FID) [63], the standard metric for evaluating generative models of images.
We follow convention when comparing against prior works and report FID-50K using
250 DDPM sampling steps. FID is known to be sensitive to small implementation
details [64]; to ensure accurate comparisons, all values reported are obtained by
exporting samples and using ADM’s TensorFlow evaluation suite [4]. FID numbers re-
ported in this section do not use classifier-free guidance except where otherwise stated.
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We additionally report Inception Score [65], sFID [66] and Precision/Recall [67] as
secondary metrics.

Compute. We implement all models in JAX [68] and train them using TPU-
v3 pods. DiT-XL/2, our most compute-intensive model, trains at roughly 5.7
iterations/second on a TPU v3-256 pod with a global batch size of 256.

2.5 Experiments
DiT block design. We train four of our highest Gflop DiT-XL/2 models, each
using a different block design—in-context (119.4 Gflops), cross-attention (137.6
Gflops), adaptive layer norm (adaLN, 118.6 Gflops) or adaLN-zero (118.6 Gflops).
We measure FID over the course of training. Figure 2.5 shows the results. The adaLN-
Zero block yields lower FID than both cross-attention and in-context conditioning
while being the most compute-efficient. At 400K training iterations, the FID achieved
with the adaLN-Zero model is nearly half that of the in-context model, demonstrating
that the conditioning mechanism critically affects model quality. Initialization is also
important—adaLN-Zero, which initializes each DiT block as the identity function,
significantly outperforms vanilla adaLN. For the rest of this section, all models will
use adaLN-Zero DiT blocks.

Scaling model size and patch size. We train 12 DiT models, sweeping over
model configs (S, B, L, XL) and patch sizes (8, 4, 2). Note that DiT-L and DiT-XL
are significantly closer to each other in terms of relative Gflops than other configs.
Figure 2.2 (left) gives an overview of the Gflops of each model and their FID at 400K
training iterations. In all cases, we find that increasing model size and decreasing
patch size yields considerably improved diffusion models.

Figure 3.7 (top) demonstrates how FID changes as model size is increased and
patch size is held constant. Across all four configs, significant improvements in
FID are obtained over all stages of training by making the transformer deeper and
wider. Similarly, Figure 3.7 (bottom) shows FID as patch size is decreased and model
size is held constant. We again observe considerable FID improvements throughout
training by simply scaling the number of tokens processed by DiT, holding parameters
approximately fixed.

DiT Gflops are critical to improving performance. The results of Figure 3.7
suggest that parameter counts do not uniquely determine the quality of a DiT model.
As model size is held constant and patch size is decreased, the transformer’s total
parameters are effectively unchanged (actually, total parameters slightly decrease),
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Figure 2.7: Increasing transformer forward pass Gflops increases sample
quality. Best viewed zoomed-in. We sample from all 12 of our DiT models after
400K training steps using the same input latent noise and class label. Increasing the
Gflops in the model—either by increasing transformer depth/width or increasing the
number of input tokens—yields significant improvements in visual fidelity.
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Figure 2.8: Transformer Gflops are strongly correlated with FID. We plot
the Gflops of each of our DiT models and each model’s FID-50K after 400K training
steps.

and only Gflops are increased. These results indicate that scaling model Gflops is
actually the key to improved performance. To investigate this further, we plot the
FID-50K at 400K training steps against model Gflops in Figure 2.8. The results
demonstrate that different DiT configs obtain similar FID values when their total
Gflops are similar (e.g., DiT-S/2 and DiT-B/4). We find a strong negative correlation
between model Gflops and FID-50K, suggesting that additional model compute is
the critical ingredient for improved DiT models. In Figure 2.9, we find that this
trend holds for other metrics such as Inception Score.

Larger DiT models are more compute-efficient. In Figure 2.10, we plot
FID as a function of total training compute for all DiT models. We estimate training
compute as model Gflops · batch size · training steps · 3, where the factor of 3
roughly approximates the backwards pass as being twice as compute-heavy as the
forward pass. We find that small DiT models, even when trained longer, eventually
become compute-inefficient relative to larger DiT models trained for fewer steps.
Similarly, we find that models that are identical except for patch size have different
performance profiles even when controlling for training Gflops. For example, XL/4
is outperformed by XL/2 after roughly 1010 Gflops.

Visualizing scaling. We visualize the effect of scaling on sample quality in
Figure 2.7. At 400K training steps, we sample an image from each of our 12 DiT
models using identical starting noise xtmax , sampling noise and class labels. This lets
us visually interpret how scaling affects DiT sample quality. Indeed, scaling both
model size and the number of tokens yields notable improvements in visual quality.
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Figure 2.9: DiT scaling behavior on several generative modeling metrics.
Left: We plot model performance as a function of total training compute for FID,
sFID, Inception Score, Precision and Recall. Right: We plot model performance
at 400K training steps for all 12 DiT variants against transformer Gflops, finding
strong correlations across metrics. All values were computed using the ft-MSE VAE
decoder.
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Figure 2.10: Larger DiT models use large compute more efficiently. We plot
FID as a function of total training compute.

2.5.1 State-of-the-Art Diffusion Models

256×256 ImageNet. Following our scaling analysis, we continue training our
highest Gflop model, DiT-XL/2, for 7M steps. We show samples from the model
in Figures 4.1, and we compare against state-of-the-art class-conditional generative
models. We report results in Table 2.2. When using classifier-free guidance, DiT-
XL/2 outperforms all prior diffusion models, decreasing the previous best FID-50K
of 3.60 achieved by LDM to 2.27. Figure 2.2 (right) shows that DiT-XL/2 (118.6
Gflops) is compute-efficient relative to latent space U-Net models like LDM-4 (103.6
Gflops) and substantially more efficient than pixel space U-Net models such as ADM
(1120 Gflops) or ADM-U (742 Gflops). Our method achieves the lowest FID of all
prior generative models, including the previous state-of-the-art StyleGAN-XL [69].
Finally, we also observe that DiT-XL/2 achieves higher recall values at all tested
classifier-free guidance scales compared to LDM-4 and LDM-8. When trained for
only 2.35M steps (similar to ADM), XL/2 still outperforms all prior diffusion models
with an FID of 2.55.

512×512 ImageNet. We train a new DiT-XL/2 model on ImageNet at 512× 512
resolution for 3M iterations with identical hyperparameters as the 256× 256 model.
With a patch size of 2, this XL/2 model processes a total of 1024 tokens after
patchifying the 64× 64× 4 input latent (524.6 Gflops). Table 2.3 shows comparisons
against state-of-the-art methods. XL/2 again outperforms all prior diffusion models
at this resolution, improving the previous best FID of 3.85 achieved by ADM to
3.04. Even with the increased number of tokens, XL/2 remains compute-efficient.
For example, ADM uses 1983 Gflops and ADM-U uses 2813 Gflops; XL/2 uses 524.6
Gflops. We show samples from the high-resolution XL/2 model in Figure 4.1 and
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Figure 2.11: Scaling-up sampling compute does not compensate for a lack
of model compute. For each of our DiT models trained for 400K iterations, we
compute FID-10K using [16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 1000] sampling steps. For each number
of steps, we plot the FID as well as the Gflops used to sample each image. Small
models cannot close the performance gap with our large models, even if they sample
with more test-time Gflops than the large models.

Figures 2.12 through 2.15.

2.5.2 Scaling Model vs. Sampling Compute

Diffusion models are unique in that they can use additional compute after training
by increasing the number of sampling steps when generating an image. Given the
impact of model Gflops on sample quality, in this section we study if smaller-model
compute DiTs can outperform larger ones by using more sampling compute. We
compute FID for all 12 of our DiT models after 400K training steps, using [16, 32,
64, 128, 256, 1000] sampling steps per-image. The main results are in Figure 2.11.
Consider DiT-L/2 using 1000 sampling steps versus DiT-XL/2 using 128 steps. In
this case, L/2 uses 80.7 Tflops to sample each image; XL/2 uses 5× less compute—
15.2 Tflops—to sample each image. Nonetheless, XL/2 has the better FID-10K (23.7
vs 25.9). In general, scaling-up sampling compute cannot compensate for a lack of
model compute.

2.6 Conclusion
We introduce Diffusion Transformers (DiTs), a simple transformer-based backbone

for diffusion models that outperforms prior U-Net models and inherits the excellent
scaling properties of the transformer model class. Given our promising scaling results,
future work should continue to scale DiTs to larger models and token counts. DiT
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Figure 2.12: DiT-XL/2 samples.
Classifier-free guidance scale = 4.0
Label = “arctic wolf" (270)
Resolution = 512× 512

Figure 2.13: DiT-XL/2 samples.
Classifier-free guidance scale = 4.0
Label = “sulphur-crested cockatoo" (89)
Resolution = 512× 512
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Figure 2.14: DiT-XL/2 samples.
Classifier-free guidance scale = 4.0
Label = “cliff drop-off" (972)
Resolution = 512× 512

Figure 2.15: DiT-XL/2 samples.
Classifier-free guidance scale = 4.0
Label = “balloon" (417)
Resolution = 512× 512
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could also be explored as a drop-in backbone for text-to-image models like DALL·E
2 and Stable Diffusion.
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Class-Conditional ImageNet 256×256

Model FID↓ sFID↓ IS↑ Precision↑ Recall↑
BigGAN-deep [56] 6.95 7.36 171.4 0.87 0.28
StyleGAN-XL [69] 2.30 4.02 265.12 0.78 0.53

ADM [4] 10.94 6.02 100.98 0.69 0.63
ADM-U 7.49 5.13 127.49 0.72 0.63
ADM-G 4.59 5.25 186.70 0.82 0.52
ADM-G, ADM-U 3.94 6.14 215.84 0.83 0.53

CDM [50] 4.88 - 158.71 - -

LDM-8 [30] 15.51 - 79.03 0.65 0.63
LDM-8-G 7.76 - 209.52 0.84 0.35
LDM-4 10.56 - 103.49 0.71 0.62
LDM-4-G (cfg=1.25) 3.95 - 178.22 0.81 0.55
LDM-4-G (cfg=1.50) 3.60 - 247.67 0.87 0.48

DiT-XL/2 9.62 6.85 121.50 0.67 0.67
DiT-XL/2-G (cfg=1.25) 3.22 5.28 201.77 0.76 0.62
DiT-XL/2-G (cfg=1.50) 2.27 4.60 278.24 0.83 0.57

Table 2.2: Benchmarking class-conditional image generation on ImageNet
256×256. DiT-XL/2 achieves state-of-the-art FID.

Class-Conditional ImageNet 512×512

Model FID↓ sFID↓ IS↑ Precision↑ Recall↑
BigGAN-deep [56] 8.43 8.13 177.90 0.88 0.29
StyleGAN-XL [69] 2.41 4.06 267.75 0.77 0.52

ADM [4] 23.24 10.19 58.06 0.73 0.60
ADM-U 9.96 5.62 121.78 0.75 0.64
ADM-G 7.72 6.57 172.71 0.87 0.42
ADM-G, ADM-U 3.85 5.86 221.72 0.84 0.53

DiT-XL/2 12.03 7.12 105.25 0.75 0.64
DiT-XL/2-G (cfg=1.25) 4.64 5.77 174.77 0.81 0.57
DiT-XL/2-G (cfg=1.50) 3.04 5.02 240.82 0.84 0.54

Table 2.3: Benchmarking class-conditional image generation on ImageNet
512×512. Note that prior work [4] measures Precision and Recall using 1000 real
samples for 512× 512 resolution; for consistency, we do the same.
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Chapter 3

Learning to Learn with Generative
Models of Neural Network
Checkpoints

3.1 Introduction
Gradient-based optimization is the fuel of modern deep learning. Techniques of

this class, such as SGD [70] and Adam [60], are easy to implement, scale reasonably
well and converge to surprisingly good solutions—even in high-dimensional, non-
convex neural network loss landscapes. Over the past decade, they have enabled
impressive results in computer vision [8, 9], natural language processing [11,19] and
audio generation [71].

While these manual optimization techniques have led to large advances, they
suffer from an important limitation: they are unable to improve from past experience.
For example, SGD will not converge any faster when used to optimize the same
neural network architecture from the same initialization the 100th time versus the
first time. Learned optimizers capable of leveraging their past experiences have the
potential to overcome this limitation and may accelerate future progress in deep
learning.

Of course, the concept of learning improved optimizers is not new and dates back
to the 1980s, if not earlier, following early work from Schmidhuber [72] and Bengio et.
al [73]. In recent years, significant effort has been spent on designing algorithms that

This work originally appeared on arXiv [33].
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Figure 3.1: Generative pre-training from checkpoints. Left: We build a dataset
of neural network checkpoints from many training runs. Each checkpoint includes
the neural network’s parameters and relevant metadata (test losses and test errors for
supervised learning tasks, returns for RL tasks). Right: G.pt, a generative model of
checkpoints. G.pt takes a parameter vector and a loss/error/return prompt as input
and predicts the distribution over updated parameters that achieve the prompt.

learn via nested meta-optimization, where the inner loop optimizes the task-level
objective and the outer loop learns the optimizer [15,16,74]. In some instances, these
approaches outperform manual optimizers. However, they are challenging to train in
practice due to a reliance on unrolled optimization and reinforcement learning.

Taking a modern deep learning perspective suggests a simple, scalable and
data-driven approach to this problem. Over the past decade, our community has
trained a massive number of checkpoints. These checkpoints contain a wealth of
information: diverse parameter configurations and rich metrics such as test losses,
classification errors and RL returns that describe the quality of the checkpoint.
Instead of leveraging large-scale datasets of images or text, we propose learning from
large-scale datasets of checkpoints recorded over the course of many training runs.

To this end, we create a dataset of neural network checkpoints (Figure 3.1,
left). Our dataset consists of 23 million checkpoints from over a hundred thousand
training runs. We collect data from supervised learning tasks (MNIST, CIFAR-10) as
well as reinforcement learning tasks (Cartpole), and across different neural network
architectures (MLPs, CNNs). In addition to parameters, we record relevant task-level
metrics in each checkpoint, such as test losses and classification errors.

Given this data, we explore generative pre-training directly in parameter space
(Figure 3.1, right). Specifically, we train transformer-based diffusion models of neural
network parameters. Given an initial input parameter vector and a target loss,
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error or return, these models are trained to predict the distribution over updated
parameter vectors for a single network architecture that achieve the target metric.
Our method is trained with standard generative modeling techniques instead of
unrolled optimization and reinforcement learning algorithms. We call our model
G.pt1.

We show that our approach has a number of favorable properties. First, it is able
to rapidly train neural networks from unseen initializations with just one parameter
update (Figure 3.3). Second, it can generate parameters that achieve a wide range
of prompted losses, errors and returns (Figure 3.5). Third, it is able to generalize
to out-of-distribution weight initialization algorithms (Figure 3.6). Fourth, as a
generative model, it is able to sample diverse solutions (Figure 3.8). Finally, it can
optimize non-differentiable objectives, such as RL returns or classification errors.

3.2 Generative Pre-training from Neural Network
Checkpoints

We pre-train a generative model G.pt on neural network checkpoints. At test
time, we use it to generate parameters for neural networks that solve a downstream
task.

3.2.1 A Dataset of Neural Network Checkpoints

In order to train G.pt, we build a dataset of neural network checkpoints. Each
checkpoint contains neural network parameters and relevant task-level metrics like
train losses, test errors or returns. We use standard optimizers like Adam and SGD
with momentum to generate the parameters, and we randomly save a subset of
checkpoints from each training run. Our methodology for generating each individual
training run is explained in detail in Algorithm 1. See Section 3.3 for additional
details.

Augmenting datasets of neural networks. To offset the computational cost
of collecting checkpoints, we use data augmentation in neural network parameter
space. Given a checkpoint (θ, ℓ), we construct augmented tuples (T (θ), ℓ), where
T (·) is the parameter-level augmentation. In order for these augmented tuples to
be valid, we need fT (θ)(x) = fθ(x) for all parameter vectors θ and all inputs to the
neural network x. One type of augmentation that meets this criteria is permutation
augmentation. Consider an MLP. If we apply some permutation to the outgoing

1G and .pt refer to generative models and checkpoint extensions, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Checkpoint Data Genera-
tion
1: Input: Dataset or simulator D, neural

network f , loss function L, task metric,
meta data store S.

2: Initialize: Learnable parameters θ for f
3: for t = 1, 2, ..., Niter do
4: # Sample a mini-batch of data
5: {inputs, labels}t ∼ D
6: # Compute the predictions
7: predictions← fθ(inputs)
8: # Compute the loss
9: loss← L(predictions, labels)

10: # Update the model’s parameters
11: θt+1 ← update(loss; θ)
12: # Compute the task metric
13: ℓt ← metric(predictions, labels)
14: # Save the checkpoint
15: S ← S ∪ {θt, ℓt}
16: end for

Algorithm 2 Pre-training from Check-
points

1: Input: Number of training runs K,
checkpoint dataset runs {Sk}Kk=1, G.pt,
diffusion process length J , diffusion cu-
mulative variance schedule ᾱ.

2: Initialize: Learnable parameters ϕ for G
3: for i = 1, 2, ..., Niter do
4: # Sample a mini-batch of data
5: {θt1 , θt2 , ℓt1 , ℓt2}i ∼ Sk

6: # Noise future parameters
7: j ∼ U({1, ..., J})
8: θ̃t2 ∼ N (

√
ᾱjθt2 , (1− ᾱj)I)

9: # Compute the predictions
10: θ̂t2 ← Gϕ(θ̃t2 , θt1 , ℓt2 , ℓt1 , j)
11: # Compute the loss
12: loss← ||θ̂t2 − θt2 ||22
13: # Update G.pt’s parameters
14: ϕi+1 ← update(loss;ϕ)
15: end for

weights (and biases) of the input layer and to the incoming weights of the next layer,
the output of the neural network will be preserved [75,76]. Different permutations
can be sampled for each layer up to the output layer. This technique is generic and
can be applied to MLPs and CNNs alike. We apply the same permutation to both
the input and target parameters during pre-training.

3.2.2 Generative Models of Neural Network Checkpoints

Using our dataset of checkpoints, we train a generative model G that learns
to rapidly train other neural networks. Specifically, G predicts the distribution of
updated parameters pG(θ∗|θ, ℓ∗, ℓ), where θ is the starting (potentially random) neural
network parameters, ℓ is the starting loss/error/return and ℓ∗ is a user’s prompted
loss/error/return. Conditioning on ℓ∗ allows G.pt to learn from checkpoints with
good and bad performance alike. In this section, we describe an instantiation of our
approach based on diffusion and transformers.
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Figure 3.2: The G.pt architecture. During training, we sample two checkpoints
from the same run—a “starting" network’s parameters and a “future" network’s
parameters from later in the run—as well as their losses/errors/returns. Each layer’s
parameters are flattened and linearly encoded. The future network’s parameters are
noised via a diffusion forward process prior to encoding.

Pre-training Objective: Diffusion of Neural Network Checkpoints

We use diffusion [12] as our generative pre-training task. Diffusion is a good
generative modeling framework for neural network parameters since the number of
forward passes required to sample a novel parameter vector is set by the length of the
diffusion process J as opposed to the dimensionality of the data. This instantiation
of G.pt samples parameters by gradually denoising the future (updated) parameters
θ∗.

Parameterization. Given an input corrupted with noise, diffusion models can
be parameterized to predict either the signal or the noise [13, 54]. Prior work in
the image domain has shown that noise prediction outperforms signal prediction.
We find that signal prediction works better in our setting empirically, and so we
parameterize G to output parameters. We use fixed variances as in [13].

Training. Our model takes two parameter vectors as input: a starting θ and
a noised future parameter vector θ∗j , where j denotes the timestep in the diffusion
forward noising process. We minimize the simplified variational lower bound, which
reduces to predicting the denoised future parameters:

L(G) = E
[
||θ∗ −G(θ∗j , θ, ℓ

∗, ℓ, j)||22
]

(3.1)

Algorithm 2 details our full training procedure. Note that we need tuples of
data (θ∗, θ, ℓ∗, ℓ) to compute L. We sample these tuples from our checkpoint dataset.
First, we sample a training run uniformly at random. Then, θ and θ∗ are sampled
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uniformly at random from the checkpoints saved within the selected training run.
We enforce that θ is always from an earlier training step than θ∗. Note that θ and
θ∗ can be arbitrarily distant, even the initial and final checkpoints from a run.

Sampling. After pre-training, we sample updated parameters θ∗ by query-
ing G with an input parameter vector θ, its loss/error/return ℓ and a prompted
loss/error/return ℓ∗. Sampling begins by feeding-in Gaussian noise as the θ∗ input
and gradually denoising it. We use DDPM sampling.

Architecture

Our generative model is a transformer [11] that operates over parameter tokens
from both θ and θ∗ (Figure 3.2). It uses few domain-specific inductive biases beyond
tokenization.

Parameter tokenizers. Before being processed by G.pt, the two input param-
eter vectors θ and θ∗j each need to be decomposed into several tokens. In general,
a task-level network fθ will contain many unique layers, each with a potentially
different number of parameters. We define the i-th token as the flattened parameter
vector of the i-th layer. Layers with multiple parameter groups (e.g., layers with both
a weight and a bias) are decomposed into separate tokens. Note that these tokens
will usually be of different dimensionality. We call this layer-by-layer tokenization.

Parameter tokenizers for big neural networks. For larger networks, we find
that it is beneficial to decompose a single layer’s parameters into multiple tokens.
We do this with layer chunking. We define a hyperparameter M , the maximum
number of parameters a single token can have. Layers containing more than M total
parameters are flattened and chunked into multiple tokens, each with at-most M
parameters. For example, if M = 1000, a weight matrix with 10× 768 parameters
will be decomposed into eight tokens, seven containing 1000 parameters and one
containing 680 parameters. We set M to be smaller than the hidden size of the
Transformer to avoid lossy compression.

Metric tokenizers. We also feed the scalar input metrics ℓ and ℓ∗ (loss, error,
return, etc.) and diffusion timestep j as individual tokens to the transformer. We
project each scalar to a vector representation using a frequency-based encoding
scheme [77].

Per-token encoders. After tokenizing fθ’s layers and the input scalars, we
project each token to the hidden size of the transformer. We explored more compli-
cated encoders, but find that a simple linear layer works well. Each token’s encoder
has a unique set of weights.

Transformer. The core of the G.pt architecture is a transformer which operates
on the set of input parameters and metrics, linearly-encoded into tokens. Our
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Figure 3.3: G.pt optimizes unseen network parameters in one step. We
compare performance after a single update from G.pt versus a single step of gradient-
based optimizers. Error bars are computed over five input parameter vectors, all of
which are randomly-initialized.

transformer is a version of GPT-2 [21]. We omit causal masking as our model is not
autoregressive across tokens.

Per-token decoders. The final layer of G.pt is a decoder from the transformer’s
output to the future parameter vector. The i-th token is linearly decoded from
the transformer’s hidden size back to the original size of the i-th layer’s flattened
parameter vector. Note that only the output tokens for the noised future parameter
vector θ∗j are decoded to predictions. Our decoders do not share weights.

Global residual connection. Finally, we find that it is beneficial to add a
residual connection [27] to the input θ at the very end of G.pt. This amounts to
predicting the parameter update θ∗ − θ instead of directly predicting θ∗ itself. This
residual connection also allows us to initialize G to perform the identity function by
initializing the decoder weights to zero. Empirically, the global residual connection
in conjunction with the identity initialization significantly accelerates training.

3.3 Implementation Details
We consider both supervised and reinforcement learning tasks. In all cases, we

generate a large collection of training runs in order to pre-train a generative model.
Pre-training data for supervised learning. We create datasets of MNIST

and CIFAR-10 network checkpoints. For MNIST, the task-level model is a two-layer
MLP with 10 hidden units; for CIFAR-10, the model has two conv layers followed
by global average pooling and a fully-connected layer. Both models use ReLU
activations. We train the MNIST models for 25 epochs and CIFAR-10 models for
50 epochs, each with half-period cosine annealing. We use SGD with momentum of
0.9, a learning rate of 0.1 and a weight decay of 5e-4. We train approximately 10K
MNIST models and 55K CIFAR-10 models from different random initializations. We
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Figure 3.4: Optimization curves. We compare one step of G.pt optimization to
training curves produced by SGD and Adam. Error bars are computed over five
initializations.

select 200 checkpoints to save each run: the initial checkpoint (before training), the
final checkpoint and intermediate checkpoints at random iterations. In total, this
results in 2M trained MNIST MLPs and 11M trained CIFAR-10 CNNs.

Pre-training data for reinforcement learning. For our reinforcement learning
(RL) experiments, we train policies for the Cartpole task using the IsaacGym
simulator [78]. Our policy is a three-layer MLP with 32 hidden units and SeLU
activations. We also train a separate critic network with the same architecture as
the policy; we only model the policy’s parameters in our G.pt experiments. We train
for 500 iterations using PPO [79] and Adam [60] with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. We
train 50K models and record 200 checkpoints in each. This results in a dataset of
10M trained policies.

Model pre-training. We train G.pt with AdamW [59]. We maintain an
exponential moving average (EMA) of G.pt weights over the course of training.
Our transformer uses a hidden dimension between 1536 and 2048 depending on
dataset and has 12 hidden layers with 12-16 heads for self-attention. We use learned
positional embeddings across all tokens, initialized to zero. We train one G.pt model
per-metric, dataset and architecture (e.g., an error-conditional MNIST MLP model).

Parameter normalization. We follow DALL·E 2’s [14] normalization scheme,
where the data is scaled such that the variance of the marginal distribution matches
the variance of ImageNet pixels scaled to [-1, 1], for which diffusion hyperparameters
have been tuned. We find that this normalization ensures the forward noising process
destroys nearly all signal in θ∗J ; the KL divergence against a standard normal is
roughly 8× 10−6 bits/dim across our experiments.
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Figure 3.5: Achieved returns, losses and errors across a range of input G.pt
prompts. G.pt can train unseen neural network parameters to a range of desired
values in one update. Each blue curve corresponds to a different randomly-initialized
input parameter vector. We also show the best value of each metric present in the
training split of the checkpoint dataset.

3.4 Experiments
We compare our method to hand-designed optimizers and study the properties of

our approach. We always report optimization of G.pt on unseen network parameters.

3.4.1 Comparison to Hand-Designed Optimizers

Training in one step. Figure 3.3 demonstrates G.pt’s ability to train unseen
neural network parameters in one update. This property is unique compared to
gradient-based optimizers like SGD and Adam which usually require thousands, if not
millions, of updates to achieve good performance. We compare against several of these
traditional optimizers with tuned learning rates and weight decays2. Note that we
did not systematically tune training hyperparameters for checkpoints in our dataset.
For each method, we measure performance after applying one update to randomly-
initialized network parameters and average results over five seeds. We prompt G.pt
by setting ℓ∗ near the best return/loss/error in our dataset (for some tasks, asking
for a value slightly above or below the best value in the dataset works better).
G.pt outperforms gradient-based optimizers in this regime across tasks (control,
image classification), datasets (Cartpole, MNIST, CIFAR-10) and conditioning
metrics (return, test loss, test error). Additionally, G.pt successfully optimizes
non-differentiable metrics (CIFAR-10 test error) whereas baseline optimizers must
use smoothed surrogates.

2We perform a grid search over three learning rates (the PyTorch default and 10× above/below)
and three weight decay values (0, 5× 10−5, 5× 10−4) for each baseline optimizer.
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Training in multiple steps. We compare one step of G.pt to multiple steps
of SGD and Adam in Figure 3.4. SGD and Adam use tuned learning rates and
weight decays. The baseline optimizers require thousands of iterations to match the
performance of one step of G.pt. With tuned hyperparameters and a sufficiently large
number of updates, gradient-based optimizers supersede one-step G.pt optimization.
Our model can also be used as an iterative optimizer with recursive prompting. In this
setting, we repeatedly feed G.pt’s predicted θ∗ back in as its input θ and ask for low
loss/error or high returns. Interestingly, we find that the best performance is usually
realized with one-step prompting (recursive prompting usually brings only minor
improvements). However, we find that recursive prompting leads to considerably
better results when the input neural network comes from an out-of-distribution
initialization algorithm not present in our checkpoint dataset (see Figure 3.6 below).

3.4.2 Prompting for Losses, Errors and Returns

By prompting for various desired losses, errors, or returns, G.pt can sample
different parameter updates that achieve a range of performance levels. In Figure 3.5,
we show that G.pt successfully learns to generate parameters corresponding to a
large range of prompted values. We pass G.pt randomly-initialized neural network
parameters and ask it to optimize them in one step to a range of losses/errors/returns.
We show results for several different starting parameters. Across different tasks
and metrics, G.pt generates parameter updates that are well-correlated with the
prompted value. While our model is able to achieve a range of prompted values,
we note that it currently shows limited ability to extrapolate to values beyond the
limits of the pre-training dataset.

3.4.3 Generalization to Out-of-Distribution Initializations

The networks in our checkpoint dataset are initialized with a single weight
initialization scheme. For MNIST, they are sampled θ ∼ U [− 1√

n
, 1√

n
], where n is

the fan-in of a layer. In Figure 3.6, we evaluate G.pt’s ability to generalize to
randomly-initialized input parameter vectors θ, where the weights are sampled from
different distributions [80–82] not present in our dataset. While one step prompting
performance is degraded, recursive prompting significantly improves results. G.pt
is able to rapidly optimize out-of-distribution weights in ten or fewer parameter
updates.
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Figure 3.6: G.pt generalizes to out-of-distribution parameter initializations.
We query G.pt with randomly-initialized weights sampled from a different distribution
than those in our MNIST checkpoint dataset. By recursively applying G.pt to its
own output and prompting for low test error, we rapidly optimize out-of-distribution
random initializations.

3.4.4 Scaling Model and Data Size

Performance metric. We use prompt alignment to measure scaling perfor-
mance. We define it as the R2 coefficient of determination between a set of input
loss/error/return prompts and the actual loss/error/return achieved by the parame-
ters sampled from G.pt. We compute R2 values over 20 regularly-sampled prompts
and average results over 128 neural networks. The optimal score is +1, which
indicates that G.pt perfectly listens to loss prompts. Randomly-initialized G.pt
score around −2.7. We use unseen, randomly-initialized input networks in order to
gauge generalization capabilities. Empirically, we find that prompt alignment is a
more reliable quality metric than diffusion mean-squared error on unseen parameter
vectors.

Model scale. We analyze the impact of increasing the number of G.pt parame-
ters in Figure 3.7 (top). We train six models with transformer hidden sizes in [64,
128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048]; the smallest model is approximately 2M parameters while
the largest is 858M parameters. We evaluate the G.pt checkpoint that attains the
highest prompt alignment score over training. We find that larger models generalize
much more effectively than smaller models. Small models (<60M parameters) largely
fail to generalize to unseen parameter vectors. Even at roughly 109 parameters, we
find that G.pt has not saturated its model scaling curve.
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Figure 3.7: G.pt Scal-
ing.

Data scale. Next, we analyze the impact of increasing
the number of training checkpoints in Figure 3.7 (bottom).
We train our largest 858M parameter model on [500,
5K, 10K, 25K, 55K] runs, with each run containing 200
checkpoints. Performance improves substantially as the
number of training checkpoints is scaled from 100K to 5M.
We do not observe significant improvement when further
increasing from 5M to 10M checkpoints. This may be a
result of G.pt requiring additional model scale to benefit
from a larger pre-training dataset.

3.4.5 Diversity of Generated Parameters

The mapping of loss values to neural network param-
eters is one-to-many. As a generative model, G.pt is able
to sample diverse parameter solutions given a loss prompt.
By fixing all G.pt inputs (including θ) and varying sampling noise, we can sample
multimodal solutions that cover distinct error minima (Figure 3.8). Visual inspection
of generated first-layer weights suggests that sampling noise controls subtle variations
in individual filters as well as the specific ordering of filters.

Intuitively, conditioning on a starting θ should narrow the space of possible
parameter solutions (in other words, initialization should have some bearing on
where optimization converge). Indeed, we find that the most significant variation is
obtained by re-sampling the starting θ.

3.4.6 Dataset Design Decisions

Parameter augmentation aids generalization. In the absence of permutation
augmentation, we observe that G.pt can aggressively overfit the training set and
fail to generalize to new networks (i.e., it exhibits poor prompt alignment when
taking unseen networks as input). Training with parameter augmentation alleviates
overfitting in our Cartpole G.pt model.

Training on intermediate checkpoints improves one step training. Given
the redundancy in neural network parameters over a single training run, it is worth
asking if there is value in training G.pt on 200 intermediate checkpoints per-run.
Instead, we could train G.pt exclusively on the initial and final checkpoint from
each run. We find that this setup degrades one step training capabilities by over
50%: average test loss when prompting with ℓ∗ = 0 worsens from 0.2 to 0.32. G.pt
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Figure 3.8: G.pt learns a multimodal distribution over local error minima.
We visualize the test error landscape for an MNIST MLP via parameter space PCA
directions [1]. The dots are samples from G.pt when prompted for low test error; the
two plots use different MLP initializations. With fixed inputs, G.pt samples diverse
solutions that cover distinct positive-curvature regions of the error landscape. We
show G.pt samples that reconstruct accurately from PCA encoding.

significantly benefits from training on a large number of checkpoints, even those from
the same run.

3.5 Memorization Versus Generalization
Next, we investigate the extent to which G.pt memorizes solutions from the

training set. This is a challenging topic to address for any generative model, and
there is no universally-accepted methodology to measure it. For generative models of
images, one popular methodology is to visualize the nearest neighbors of generated
images in the training set. Visualizing parameters is challenging for deep networks
beyond the first layer, so we instead provide a basic way to quantify memorization.

Experimental setup. Our approach is also based on nearest neighbors. We feed
G.pt an unseen, randomly-initialized parameter vector from a test run and sample
a corresponding solution θ∗ from our model. If G.pt is memorizing parameters
from the training set, then the sampled θ∗ should be closer to one of the millions of
parameter vectors across all runs in the training split than the 200 “ground truth"
parameter vectors in the same test run from which we took the randomly-initialized
input parameters. On the other hand, if θ∗ is closer to one of these 200 held-out
checkpoints, it suggests that it is accurately predicting the outcome of gradient-based
optimization (i.e., there is some level of meaningful generalization). For simplicity,
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Figure 3.9: G.pt predictions on held-out (unseen) random initializations
tend to lie closer to the ground truth outcome of SGD/Adam than any
parameter vector from our checkpoint dataset’s training split. For each test
run in our dataset, we feed the initial parameters and a metric prompt to G.pt, and
we sample a prediction. We count the percentage of runs for which the prediction is
closer to one of the 200 checkpoints in that same test run than all checkpoints in the
training split (Cartpole has 10M training split checkpoints, CIFAR-10 has 11.3M
and MNIST has 2.1M). Each plot corresponds to a different G.pt model, and we
repeat the test for a wide range of prompts.

we compute distances in Euclidean space. We count the percentage of test runs
for which G.pt generates a solution closer to any of the 200 checkpoints in the test
run than all checkpoints in the training split of our dataset (Cartpole has 10M
training split checkpoints, CIFAR-10 has 11.3M and MNIST has 2.1M). We call this
percentage the nearest neighbor score. A score of 100% suggests G.pt is perfectly
generalizing. We repeat this test for a range of loss, error and return prompts.

Results. Figure 3.9 shows nearest neighbor scores for all five of our G.pt models.
Our models appear to accurately generalize under a large number of loss, error and
return prompts. Our Cartpole and CIFAR-10 models exhibit perfect scores (100%)
for all input prompts. Interestingly, while our MNIST models also have perfect
scores for the majority of loss/error prompts, they have lower scores for smaller
prompts (decreasing to about 15-20%). A speculative explanation is that our MNIST
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models were trained with about a fifth of the number of training runs compared
to our Cartpole and CIFAR-10 models; this could possibly degrade generalization
capabilities. Overall, this test provides some initial evidence that G.pt is generalizing
and not just memorizing training set parameters.

3.6 Related Work

3.6.1 Pre-training from Large-Scale Data

Transformers for X. Transformers [11] were initially developed for language
but have been shown to be well-suited for a wide range of domains. They have
achieved strong results in vision [3], language modeling [6,19,21], coding [83,84], ,
reinforcement learning [31,32], image synthesis [23,39,42] and protein folding [85].
Likewise, we show that transformers can be used for learning to learn by generative
pre-training from neural network parameters.

Diffusion. Diffusion models [12] have recently been shown to be highly effective
for images [4, 10, 13, 14, 45, 50, 54]. In this section, we show that diffusion models can
be used for meta-learning by generating neural network parameters.

Pre-training. Large scale pre-training has led to significant advances in vision [8,
9], natural language processing [6,19–21] and audio understanding [71,86]. We explore
pre-training from datasets of neural networks instead of datasets of images and text.

Datasets of neural networks. Past works have constructed datasets of neural
networks and used them in various settings: analyzing population-level trends [52,53],
benchmarking neural architecture search [87], training hypernetworks [88], predicting
model properties [76] and dataset distillation [89, 90]. We share the goal of using
datasets of neural networks, but for the novel meta-learning approach of pre-training
a generative model from trained neural network checkpoints.

3.6.2 Learning to Learn

Learning optimizers. Past works have explored parameterizing optimization
update rules with neural networks in place of hand-designed rules like Adam. These
rules can be parameterized implicitly as neural networks that take gradients as input
and output an improved parameter update. They are typically trained with unrolled
optimization [15,91–98] or reinforcement learning [74,99].

Hypernetworks. Rather than parameterizing update rules, neural networks can
be used to directly output or modify other neural networks’ parameters [100–102].
For example, hypernetworks [103] train parameter regression networks end-to-end
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with the task objective. Hypernetworks have subsequently been extended to support
sampling different parameter solutions [104–106].

Model-agnostic meta-learning. MAML learns a parameter initialization that
is rapidly adaptable to new tasks [16]. Subsequent work has built simple probabilistic
models over learned MAML initializations [107]. These methods possess similar
characteristics as learned optimizers—they rely on unrolled optimization and require
differentiable task-level objectives.

Learning hyperparameters. A large body of prior work has explored learning
hyperparameters of standard optimizers [108,109]. For example, learning rates, weight
decays and weight initializations can all be learned via hypergradient descent [110–
112], Bayesian optimization [113] and reinforcement learning [114–117].

Learning to learn as pre-training. In contrast to learned optimizers, hyper-
networks and MAML, G.pt pre-trains from vast amounts of trained neural network
checkpoints. Our method does not backpropagate through task-level losses and, as
a result, does not require the task metric being optimized for to be differentiable.
This allow us to train with standard generative modeling techniques instead of
reinforcement learning or unrolled optimization which can be unstable [118].

3.7 Discussion
Limitations. The current instantiation of our method has several limitations.

First, the model sometimes exhibits signs of underfitting the full loss/error landscape,
such as with CIFAR-10. Second, our current G.pt models struggle to extrapolate to
losses and errors not present in the pre-training data. Third, our work only pre-trains
from single-architecture and single-task data. Finally, we consider relatively simple
datasets of neural networks with static optimizer hyperparameters.

Conclusion. We propose generative pre-training from neural network check-
points. We show that our approach enables rapid optimization of neural networks
across tasks (supervised and reinforcement learning) and metrics (losses, errors,
returns). Learning algorithms designed by humans have led to large advancements
across different areas of artificial intelligence. We hope that our work serves as a
step towards learning learning algorithms from data using modern deep learning
techniques.
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Chapter 4

Perception from Pre-trained
Generative Models

In the previous sections, we explored methods for building improved generative
models of various modalities. In this section, we explore how to leverage powerful
pre-trained generative models to tackle downstream tasks. There are many ways
one could go about using, e.g., pre-trained image-level generative models to tackle
tasks in perception. We explore one promising approach in this section—generating
infinite datasets of highly-customizable (and end-to-end learnable) inputs and labels
for the dense visual alignment/correspondence task. A notable advantage of this
approach is that it obviates the need to collect expensive task-specific annotations
from humans while producing unlimited amounts of training data. As we will see,
our approach outperforms fully-supervised and self-supervised baselines that train
models on real data.

4.1 Introduction
Visual alignment, also known as the correspondence or registration problem, is

a critical element in much of computer vision, including optical flow, 3D matching,
medical imaging, tracking and augmented reality. While much recent progress has
been made on pairwise alignment (aligning image A to image B) [120–132], the
problem of global joint alignment (aligning all images across a dataset) has not
received as much attention. Yet, joint alignment is crucial for tasks requiring a
common reference frame, such as automatic keypoint annotation, augmented reality
or edit propagation (see Figure 4.1 bottom row). There is also evidence that training

This work originally appeared in CVPR 2022 [119].
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Figure 4.1: Given an input dataset of unaligned images, our GANgealing algorithm
discovers dense correspondences between all images. Top row: Images from LSUN
Cats and the dataset’s average image. Second row: Our learned transformations
of the input images. Third row: Dense correspondences learned by GANgealing.
Bottom row: By annotating the average transformed image, we can propagate user
edits to images and videos. Please see our project page for detailed video
results: www.wpeebles.com/gangealing.

on jointly aligned datasets (such as FFHQ [57], AFHQ [133], CelebA-HQ [134]) can
produce higher quality generative models than training on unaligned data.

In this section, we take inspiration from a series of classic works on automatic joint
image set alignment. In particular, we are motivated by the seminal unsupervised
Congealing method of Learned-Miller [135] which showed that a set of images could
be brought into alignment by continually warping them toward a common, updating
mode. While Congealing can work surprisingly well on simple binary images, such
as MNIST digits, the direct pixel-level alignment is not powerful enough to handle
most datasets with significant appearance and pose variation.

To address these limitations, we propose GANgealing: a GAN-Supervised algo-
rithm that learns transformations of input images to bring them into better joint
alignment. The key is in employing the latent space of a GAN (trained on the
unaligned data) to automatically generate paired training data for a Spatial Trans-
former [136]. Crucially, in our proposed GAN-Supervised Learning framework, both
the Spatial Transformer and the target images are learned jointly. Our Spatial
Transformer is trained exclusively with GAN images and generalizes to real images
at test time.

We show results spanning eight datasets—LSUN Bicycles, Cats, Cars, Dogs,
Horses and TVs [137], In-The-Wild CelebA [138] and CUB [139]—that demonstrate

www.wpeebles.com/gangealing
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our GANgealing algorithm is able to discover accurate, dense correspondences
across datasets. We show our Spatial Transformers are useful in image editing and
augmented reality tasks. Quantitatively, GANgealing significantly outperforms past
self-supervised dense correspondence methods, nearly doubling key point transfer
accuracy (PCK [140]) on many SPair-71K [141] categories. Moreover, GANgealing
sometimes matches and even exceeds state-of-the-art correspondence-supervised
methods.

4.2 Related Work
Pre-Trained GANs for Vision. Prior work has explored the use of GANs [142,
143] in vision tasks such as classification [144–148], segmentation [149–152] and
representation learning [153–157], as well as 3D vision and graphics tasks [158–161].
Likewise, we share the goal of leveraging the power of pre-trained deep generative
models for vision tasks. However, the relevant past methods follow a common
two-stage paradigm of (1) synthesizing a GAN-generated dataset and (2) training a
discriminative model on the fixed dataset. In contrast, our GAN-Supervised Learning
approach learns both the discriminative model as well as the GAN-generated data
jointly end-to-end. We do not rely on hand-crafted pixel space augmentations [144,
155], human-labeled data [151,152,158,160,161] or post-processing of GAN-generated
datasets using domain knowledge [146,149,150,160].

Joint Image Set Alignment. Average images have long been used to visualize
joint alignment of image sets of the same semantic content (e.g., [162,163]), with the
seminal work of Congealing [135,164] establishing unsupervised joint alignment as a
research problem. Congealing uses sequential optimization to gradually minimize
the entropy of the intensity distribution of a set of images by continuously warping
each image via a parametric transformation (e.g., affine). It produces impressive
results on well-structured datasets, such as digits, but struggles on more complex
data. Subsequent work assumes the data lies on a low-rank subspace [165,166] or
factorizes images as a composition of color, appearance and shape [167] to establish
dense correspondences between instances of the same object category. FlowWeb [168]
uses cycle consistency constraints to estimate a fully-connected correspondence flow
graph. Every method above assumes that it is possible to align all images to a
single central mode in the data. Joint visual alignment and clustering was proposed
in AverageExplorer [163] but as a user-driven data interaction tool. Bounding
box supervision has been used to align and cluster multiple modes within object
categories [169]. Automated transformation-invariant clustering methods [170–172]
can align images in a collection before comparing them but work only in limited
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domains. Recently, Monnier et al. [173] showed that warps could be predicted with
a network instead, removing the need for per-image optimization; this opened the
door for simultaneous alignment and clustering of large-scale collections. Unlike our
approach, these methods assume images can be aligned with simple (e.g., affine)
color transformations; this assumption breaks down for complex datasets like LSUN.

Spatial Transformer Networks (STNs). A Spatial Transformer module [136]
is one way to incorporate learnable geometric transformations in a deep learning
framework. It regresses a set of warp parameters, where the warp and grid sampling
functions are differentiable to enable backpropagation. STNs have seen success
in discriminative tasks (e.g., classification) and applications such as robust filter
learning [174, 175], view synthesis [176–178] and 3D representation learning [179–
181]. Inverse Compositional STNs (IC-STNs) [182] advocate an iterative image
alignment framework in the spirit of the classical Lukas-Kanade algorithm [183,
184]. Prior work has incorporated STNs in generative models for geometry-texture
disentanglement [185] and image compositing [186]. In contrast, we use a generative
model to directly produce training data for STNs.

4.3 GAN-Supervised Learning
In this section, we present GAN-Supervised Learning. Under this framework,

(x, y) pairs are sampled from a pre-trained GAN generator, where x is a random
sample from the GAN and y is the sample obtained by applying a learned latent
manipulation to x’s latent code. These pairs are used to train a network fθ : x→ y.
This framework minimizes the following loss:

L(fθ,y) = ℓ(fθ(x),y), (4.1)

where ℓ is a reconstruction loss. In vanilla supervised learning, fθ is learned on fixed
(x,y) pairs. In contrast, in GAN-Supervised Learning, both fθ and the targets y are
learned jointly end-to-end. At test time, we are free to evaluate fθ on real inputs.

4.3.1 Dense Visual Alignment

Here, we show how GAN-Supervised Learning can be applied to Congealing [135]—
a classic unsupervised alignment algorithm. In this instantiation, fθ is a Spatial
Transformer Network [136] T , and we describe our parameterization of inputs x and
learned targets y below. We call our algorithm GANgealing. We present an overview
in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: GANgealing Overview. We first train a generator G on unaligned
data. We create a synthetically-generated dataset for alignment by learning a mode
c in the generator’s latent space. We use this dataset to train a Spatial Transformer
Network T to map from unaligned to corresponding aligned images using a perceptual
loss [2]. The Spatial Transformer generalizes to align real images automatically.

GANgealing begins by training a latent variable generative model G on an
unaligned input dataset. We refer to the input latent vector to G as w ∈ R512. With
G trained, we are free to draw samples from the unaligned distribution by computing
x = G(w) for randomly sampled w ∼ W, where W denotes the distribution over
latents. Now, consider a fixed latent vector c ∈ R512. This vector corresponds to
a fixed synthetic image G(c) from the original unaligned distribution. A simple
idea in the vein of traditional Congealing is to use G(c) as the target mode y—i.e.,
we learn a Spatial Transformer T that is trained to warp every random unaligned
image x = G(w) to the same target image y = G(c). Since G is differentiable in
its input, we can optimize c and hence learn the target we wish to congeal towards.
Specifically, we can optimize the following loss with respect to both T ’s parameters
and the target image’s latent vector c jointly:

Lalign(T, c) = ℓ(T (G(w)), G(c)), (4.2)

where ℓ is some distance function between two images. By minimizing L with respect
to the target latent vector c, GANgealing encourages c to find a pose that makes T ’s
job as easy as possible. If the current value of c corresponds to a pose that cannot
be reached from most images via the transformations predicted by T , then it can
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be adjusted via gradient descent to a different vector that is “reachable" by more
images.

This simple approach is reasonable for datasets with limited diversity; however,
in the presence of significant appearance and pose variation, it is not reasonable
to expect that every unaligned sample can be aligned to the exact same target
image. Hence, optimizing the above loss does not produce good results in general
(see Table 4.3). Instead of using the same target G(c) for every randomly sampled
image G(w), it would be ideal if we could construct a per-sample target that retains
the appearance of G(w) but where the pose and orientation of the object in the
target image is roughly identical across targets. To accomplish this, given G(w), we
produce the corresponding target by setting just a portion of the w vector equal
to the target vector c. Specifically, let mix(c,w) ∈ R512 refer to the latent vector
whose first entries are taken from c and remaining entries are taken from w. By
sampling new w vectors, we can create an infinite pool of paired data where the
input is the unaligned image x = G(w) and the target y = G(mix(c,w)) shares the
appearance of G(w) but is in a learned, fixed pose. This gives rise to the GANgealing
loss function:

Lalign(T, c) = ℓ(T (G(w)︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

), G(mix(c,w))︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

), (4.3)

where ℓ is a perceptual loss function [2]. In this work, we opt to use StyleGAN2 [187]
as our choice of G, but in principle other GAN architectures could be used with
our method. An advantage of using StyleGAN2 is that it possesses some innate
style-pose disentanglement that we can leverage to construct the per-image target
described above. Specifically, we can construct the per-sample targets G(mix(c,w))
by using style mixing [57]—c is supplied to the first few inputs to the synthesis
generator that roughly control pose and w is fed into the later layers that roughly
control texture. See Table 4.3 for a quantitative ablation of the mixing "cutoff point"
where we begin to feed in w (i.e., the cutoff point is chosen as a layer index in W+

space [188]).

Spatial Transformer Parameterization. Recall that a Spatial Transformer
T takes as input an image and regresses and applies a (reverse) sampling grid
G ∈ RH×W×2 to the input image. Hence, one must choose how to constrain the
G regressed by T . Here, we explore a T that performs similarity transformations
(rotation, uniform scale, horizontal shift and vertical shift). We also explore an
arbitrarily expressive T that directly regresses unconstrained per-pixel flow fields
G. Our final T is a composition of the similarity Spatial Transformer into the
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unconstrained Spatial Transformer, which we found worked best. In contrast to
prior work [173, 186], we do not find multi-stage training necessary and train our
composed T end-to-end. Finally, our Spatial Transformer is also capable of performing
horizontal flips at test time.

When using the unconstrained T , it can be beneficial to add a total variation
regularizer that encourages the predicted flow to be smooth to mitigate degenerate
solutions: LTV(T ) = LHuber(∆xG) + LHuber(∆yG), where LHuber denotes the Huber
loss and ∆x and ∆y denote the partial derivative w.r.t. x and y coordinates under
finite differences. We also use a regularizer that encourages the flow to not deviate
from the identity transformation: LI(T ) = ||G||22.

Parameterization of c. In practice, we do not backpropagate gradients directly
into c. Instead, we parameterize c as a linear combination of the top-N principal
directions of W space [189,190]:

c = w̄ +
N∑
i=1

αidi, (4.4)

where w̄ is the empirical mean w vector, di is the i-th principal direction and αi is the
learned scalar coefficient of the direction. Instead of optimizing L w.r.t. c directly, we
optimize it w.r.t. the coefficients {αi}Ni=1. The motivation for this reparameterization
is that StyleGAN’s W space is highly expressive. Hence, in the absence of additional
constraints, naive optimization of c can yield poor target images off the manifold
of natural images. Decreasing N keeps c on the manifold and prevents degenerate
solutions. See Table 4.3 for an ablation of N .

Our final GANgealing objective is given by:

L(T, c) = Ew∼W [Lalign(T, c) + λTVLTV(T ) + λILI(T )]. (4.5)

We set the loss weighting λTV at either 1000 or 2500 (depending on choice of ℓ) and
the loss weighting λI at 1.

4.3.2 Joint Alignment and Clustering

GANgealing as described so far can handle highly-multimodal data (e.g., LSUN
Bicycles, Cats, etc.). Some datasets, such as LSUN Horses, feature extremely diverse
poses that cannot be represented well by a single mode in the data. To handle this
situation, GANgealing can be adapted into a clustering algorithm by simply learning
more than one target latent c. Let K refer to the number of c vectors (clusters) we
wish to learn. Since each c captures a specific mode in the data, learning multiple
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{ck}Kk=1 would enable us to learn multiple modes. Now, each ck will learn its own
set of α coefficients. Similarly, we will now have K Spatial Transformers, one for
each mode being learned. This variant of GANgealing amounts to simultaneously
clustering the data and learning dense correspondence between all images within
each cluster. To encourage each ck and Tk pair to specialize in a particular mode,
we include a hard-assignment step to assign unaligned synthetic images to modes:

LK
align(T, c) = min

k
Lalign(Tk, ck) (4.6)

Note that the K = 1 case is equivalent to the previously described unimodal case. At
test time, we can assign an input fake image G(w) to its corresponding cluster index
k∗ = argmink Lalign(Tk, ck). Then, we can warp it with the Spatial Transformer
Tk∗ . However, a problem arises in that we cannot compute this cluster assignment
for input real images—the assignment step requires computing Lalign, which itself
requires knowledge of the input image’s corresponding w vector. The most obvious
solution to this problem is to perform GAN inversion [191–193] on input real images
x to obtain a latent vector w such that G(w) ≈ x. However, accurate GAN
inversion for non-face datasets remains somewhat challenging and slow, despite
recent progress [194,195]. Instead, we opt to train a classifier that directly predicts
the cluster assignment of an input image. We train the classifier using a standard
cross-entropy loss on (input fake image, target cluster) pairs (G(w), k∗), where k∗

is obtained using the above assignment step. We initialize the classifier with the
weights of T (replacing the warp head with a randomly-initialized classification head).
As with the Spatial Transformer, the classifier generalizes well to real images despite
being trained exclusively on fake samples.

4.4 Experiments
In this section, we present quantitative and qualitative results of GANgealing on

eight datasets: LSUN Bicycles, Cats, Cars, Dogs, Horses and TVs [137], In-The-Wild
CelebA [138] and CUB-200-2011 [139]. These datasets feature significant diversity
in appearance, pose and occlusion of objects. Only LSUN Cars and Horses use
clustering (K = 4)1; for all other datasets we use unimodal GANgealing (K = 1).
Note that all figures except Figure 4.2 show our method applied to real images—not
GAN samples. Please see www.wpeebles.com/gangealing for full results.

1K is a hyperparameter that can be set by the user. We found K = 4 to be a good default
choice for our clustering models.

www.wpeebles.com/gangealing
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Figure 4.3: Dense correspondence results on eight datasets. For each dataset,
the top row shows unaligned images and the dataset average image. The middle
row shows our learned alignment of the input images. The bottom row shows dense
correspondences between the images. For our clustering models (LSUN Horses and
Cars), we show results for one selected cluster.

4.4.1 Propagation from Congealed Space

With the Spatial Transformer T trained, it is trivial to identify dense corre-
spondences between real input images x. A particularly convenient way to find
dense correspondences between a set of images is by propagating from our congealed
coordinate space. As described earlier, T both regresses and applies a sampling grid
G to an input image. Because we use reverse sampling, this grid tells us where
each point in the congealed image T (x) maps to in the original image x. This
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Figure 4.4: Image editing with GANgealing. By annotating just a single image
per-category (our average transformed image), a user can propagate their edits to
any image or video in the same category.
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Figure 4.5: PCK@αbbox on various SPair-71K categories for αbbox between
10−1 and 10−2. We report the average threshold (maximum distance for a corre-
spondence to be deemed correct) in pixels for 256×256 images beneath each plot.
GANgealing outperforms state-of-the-art supervised methods for very precise thresh-
olds (< 2 pixel error tolerance), sometimes by substantial margins.

enables us to propagate anything from the congealed coordinate space—dense labels,
sparse keypoints, etc. If a user annotates a single congealed image (or the average
congealed image) they can then propagate those labels to an entire dataset by simply
predicting the grid G for each image x in their dataset via a forward pass through
T . Figures 4.1 and 4.3 show visual results for all eight datasets—our method can
find accurate dense correspondences in the presence of significant appearance and
pose diversity. GANgealing accurately handles diverse morphologies of birds, cats
with varying facial expressions and bikes in different orientations.

Image Editing. Our average congealed image is a template that can propagate
any user edit to images of the same category. For example, by drawing cartoon eyes
or overlaying a Batman mask on our average congealed cat, a user can effortlessly
propagate their edits to massive numbers of cat images with forward passes of T .
We show editing results on several datasets in Figures 4.4 and 4.1.

Augmented Reality. Just as we can propagate dense correspondences to images,
we can also propagate to individual video frames. Surprisingly, we find that GANgeal-
ing yields remarkably smooth and consistent results when applied out-of-the-box to
videos per-frame without leveraging any temporal information. This enables mixed
reality applications like dense tracking and filters. GANgealing can outperform
supervised methods like RAFT [132]—please see www.wpeebles.com/gangealing
for results.

www.wpeebles.com/gangealing
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4.4.2 Direct Image-to-Image Correspondence

In addition to propagating correspondences from congealed space to unaligned
images, we can also find dense correspondences directly between any pair of images
xA and xB. At a high level, this merely involves applying the forward warp that
maps points in xA to points in T (xA) and composing it with the reverse warp that
maps points in the congealed coordinate space back to xB.

Quantitative Results. We evaluate GANgealing with PCK-Transfer. Given a
source image xA, target image xB and ground-truth keypoints for both images,
PCK-Transfer measures the percentage of keypoints transferred from xA to xB that
lie within a certain radius of the ground-truth keypoints in xB.

We evaluate PCK on SPair-71K [141] and CUB. For SPair, we use the αbbox

threshold in keeping with prior works. Under this threshold, a predicted keypoint is
deemed to be correctly transferred if it is within a radius αbbox max(Hbbox,Wbbox)
of the ground truth, where Hbbox and Wbbox are the height and width of the object
bounding box in the target image. For each SPair category, we train a StyleGAN2
on the corresponding LSUN category2—the GANs are trained on 256× 256 center-
cropped images. We then train a Spatial Transformer using GANgealing and directly
evaluate on SPair. For CUB, we first pre-train a StyleGAN2 with ADA [196] on the
NABirds dataset [197] and fine-tune it with FreezeD [198] on the training split of
CUB, using the same image pre-processing and dataset splits as ACSM [5] for a fair
comparison. When T performs a horizontal flip for one image in a pair, we permute
our model’s predictions for keypoints with a left versus right distinction.

SPair-71K Results. We compare against several self-supervised and state-of-the-
art supervised methods on the challenging SPair-71K dataset in Table 4.1, using
the standard αbbox = 0.1 threshold. Our method significantly outperforms prior
self-supervised methods on several categories, nearly doubling the best prior self-
supervised method’s PCK on SPair Bicycles and Cats. GANgealing performs on
par with and even outperforms state-of-the-art correspondence-supervised methods on
several categories. We increase the previous best PCK on Bicycles achieved by Cost
Aggregation Transformers [127] from 34.7% to 37.5% and perform comparably on
Cats and TVs.

High-Precision SPair-71K Results. The usual αbbox = 0.1 threshold reported
by most papers using SPair deems a correspondence correct if it is localized within

2We use off-the-shelf StyleGAN2 models for LSUN Cats, Dogs and Horses. Note that we do not
evaluate PCK on our clustering models (LSUN Cars and Horses) as these models can only transfer
points between images in the same cluster.
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Method Correspondence Supervision
SPair-71K Category

Bicycle Cat Dog TV
HPF [125] matching pairs + keypoints 18.9 52.9 32.8 35.6
DHPF [126] matching pairs + keypoints 23.8 61.6 46.1 46.5
SCOT [123] matching pairs + keypoints* 20.7 63.1 42.5 40.8
CHM [129] matching pairs + keypoints 29.3 64.9 56.1 55.6
CATs [127] matching pairs + keypoints 34.7 66.5 56.5 58.0
WeakAlign [121] matching image pairs 17.6 31.8 22.6 35.1
NC-Net [122] matching image pairs 12.2 39.2 18.8 31.1
CNNgeo [120] self-supervised 16.7 32.7 22.8 34.1
A2Net [124] self-supervised 18.5 35.6 24.3 36.5
GANgealing GAN-supervised 37.5 67.0 23.1 57.9

Table 4.1: PCK-Transfer@αbbox = 0.1 results on SPair-71K categories (test
split).

roughly 10 to 20 pixels of the ground truth for 256× 256 images (depending on the
SPair category). In Figure 4.5, we evaluate performance over a range of thresholds
between 0.1 and 0.01 (the latter of which affords a roughly 1 to 2 pixel error tolerance,
again depending on category). GANgealing outperforms all supervised methods at
these high-precision thresholds across all four categories tested. Notably, our LSUN
Cats model improves the previous best SPair Cats PCK@αbbox = 0.01 achieved by
SCOT [123] from 5.4% to 18.5%. On SPair TVs, we improve the best supervised PCK
achieved by Dynamic Hyperpixel Flow [126] from 2.1% to 3.0%. Even on SPair Dogs,
where GANgealing is outperformed by every supervised method at low-precision
thresholds, we marginally outperform all baselines at the 0.01 threshold.

CUB Results. Table 4.2 shows PCK results on CUB, comparing against several 2D
and 3D correspondence methods that use varying amounts of supervision. GANgeal-
ing achieves 57.5% PCK, outperforming all past methods that require instance mask
supervision and performing comparably with the best correspondence-supervised
baseline (58.5%).

Ablations. We ablate several components of GANgealing in Table 4.3. We find
that learning the target mode c is critical for complex datasets; fixing c = w̄
dramatically degrades PCK from 67% to 10.6% for our LSUN Cats model. This
highlights the value of our GAN-Supervised Learning framework where both the
discriminative model and targets are learned jointly. We additionally find that our
baseline inspired by traditional Congealing (using a single learned target G(c) for
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Figure 4.6: GANgealing alignment improves downstream GAN training.
We show random, untruncated samples from StyleGAN2 trained on LSUN Cats
versus our aligned LSUN Cats (both models trained from scratch). Our method
improves visual fidelity.

all inputs) is highly unstable and degrades PCK to as little as 7.7%. This result
demonstrates the importance of our per-input alignment targets. We also ablate
two choices of the perceptual loss ℓ: an off-the-shelf supervised option (LPIPS [199])
and a fully-unsupervised VGG-16 [200] pre-trained with SimCLR [201] on ImageNet-
1K [202] (SSL)—there is no significant difference in performance between the two
(±0.2%). Please see Table 4.3 for more ablations.

4.4.3 Automated GAN Dataset Pre-Processing

An exciting application of GANgealing is automated dataset pre-processing.
Dataset alignment is an important yet costly step for many machine learning methods.
GAN training in particular benefits from carefully-aligned and filtered datasets, such
as FFHQ [57], AFHQ [133] and CelebA-HQ [134]. We can align input datasets using
our similarity Spatial Transformer T to train generators with higher visual fidelity.
We show results in Figure 4.6: training StyleGAN2 from scratch with our learned
pre-processing of LSUN Cats yields high-quality samples reminiscent of AFHQ.
Empirically, we find that our pre-processing accelerates GAN training significantly.
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Method
Supervision Required

PCK@0.1Inst. Mask Keypoints
Rigid-CSM (with keypoints) [203] ✓ ✓ 45.8
ACSM (with keypoints) [5] ✓ ✓ 51.0
IMR (with keypoints) [204] ✓ ✓ 58.5
Dense Equivariance [205] ✓ 33.5
Rigid-CSM [203] ✓ 36.4
ACSM [5] ✓ 42.6
IMR [204] ✓ 53.4
Neural Best Buddies [128] 35.1
Neural Best Buddies (with flip heuristic) 37.8
GANgealing 57.5

Table 4.2: PCK-Transfer@0.1 on CUB. Numbers for the 3D methods are reported
from [5]. We sample 10,000 random pairs from the CUB validation split as in [5].

Ablation Description Loss (ℓ) W+ cutoff λTV N PCK
Don’t learn c (fix c = w̄) SSL 5 1000 0 10.6
Unconstrained c optimization SSL 5 1000 512 0.34
Early style mixing cutoff SSL 4 1000 1 60.5
Late style mixing cutoff SSL 6 1000 1 65.0
No style mixing SSL 14 1000 1 25.9
No style mixing (LPIPS) LPIPS 14 1000 1 7.74
No LTV regularizer SSL 5 0 1 59.0
Lower λTV (LPIPS) LPIPS 5 1000 1 66.7
Complete model (SSL) SSL 5 1000 1 67.2
Complete model (LPIPS) LPIPS 5 2500 1 67.0

Table 4.3: GANgealing ablations for LSUN Cats. We evaluate on SPair-
71K Cats using αbbox = 0.1. SSL refers to using a self-supervised VGG-16 as the
perceptual loss ℓ. N refers to the number of W space PCA coefficients learned when
optimizing c. Note that the LSUN Cats StyleGAN2 generator has 14 layers.
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Figure 4.7: Various failure modes: significant out-of-plane rotation and complex
poses poorly modeled by GANs.

4.5 Limitations and Discussion
Our Spatial Transformer has a few notable failure modes as demonstrated in

Figure 4.7. One limitation with GANgealing is that we can only reliably propagate
correspondences that are visible in our learned target mode. For example, the
learned mode of our LSUN Dogs model is the upper-body of a dog—this particular
model is thus incapable of finding correspondences between, e.g., paws. A potential
solution to this problem is to initialize the learned mode with a user-chosen image
via GAN inversion that covers all points of interest. Despite this limitation, we
obtain competitive results on SPair for some categories where many keypoints are
not visible in the learned mode (e.g., cats).

In this section, we showed that GANs can be used to train highly competitive
dense correspondence algorithms from scratch with our proposed GAN-Supervised
Learning framework. We hope this work will lead to increased adoption of GAN-
Supervision for other challenging tasks.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this thesis, we introduced a scalable new generative modeling framework and
explored ways to leverage pre-trained generative models to tackle problems in vision
and meta-learning. To wrap-up, we discuss a few potential further avenues for
research.

Generative Models as Broadly-Useful, Generic Meta-Learners While we
found that loss-conditional diffusion models can serve as a powerful class of learned
optimizers, our initial experiments in this direction considered single-architecture and
single-task settings. In order to make this method broadly useful, a single diffusion
model should be trained to optimize any downstream neural network for any task.
The two main obstacles to realizing this goal are data collection and model scale. It
is unclear if there are currently a sufficient number of neural network checkpoints
floating around the internet to train such a model, and how large the resulting
diffusion model would need to be to successfully optimize, e.g., 175 billion parameter
downstream language models. However, there are many reasons to believe this is a
promising research direction. Training remains the most resource-intensive aspect of
deep learning pipelines, and future training runs do not benefit from the massive
quantity of intermediate data generated from prior runs. Learned optimizers that
can leverage their past experiences are clearly the solution to this problem. Second,
generative models have been shown to work exceptionally well across a breadth of
domains—provided sufficient scale and data. History suggests the same will hold
true for generative models of neural networks.

The Scaling Behavior of Synthetic Datasets from Generative Models
Although we’ve shown that pre-trained image models are capable of generating high
quality training data for a downstream task-specific network, it remains to be shown
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how such a setup can most effectively be scaled. In this regime, both the downstream
task-level model as well as the dataset-producing generative model can be scaled.
Understanding how to allocate a fixed compute budget to scaling the two models is
an important direction for future work in this space. Similarly, future work should
study how quality metrics of the generative model (like FID, training loss, etc.)
translate to performance of the downstream task-specific model.

Formal Scaling Laws for Image Synthesis and Meta-Learning In this thesis,
we quantified the compute-based scaling behavior of Diffusion Transformer (DiT)
models in a couple of modalities. While initial results are promising, data points at
larger Gflop scale may be needed before reliable scaling laws can be developed. In
general, a promising avenue for future work is scaling-up DiT by several additional
orders of magnitude.
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